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Learn about the building blocks of application deployment, how to navigate around the 
repository and how to configure and run an Avaloq product in ACPR successfully. The 
course also provides an overview of the deployment concepts and shows how monitoring 
and alerting are set up.

This accreditation course will support you covering the basic concept as well as the setup, 
configuration and deployment to the Avaloq Container Platform Reference (ACPR) of the 
following adapters: JMS, SOAP, File transfer, Total Messaging / IGT, FIXBridge – Client.

Introduction to the customization of forms which can be displayed in a web-based Avaloq 
product using responsive forms technology.
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A primer on how to develop within the ABR/S development framework by learning about 
ABR/S concepts, roles, processes and conventions. In particular, you’ll learn how to play 
your part in resolving an open issue by developing good quality code which meets the 
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Sign up now before slots run out!

The existing Containerized Adapters course will be replaced by the 
Containerized Trading Adapters course.

This Delta course focuses on the set-up of trading-related adapters, 
such as FIXBridge, OmgeoBridge, EurexBridge and SIX Telekurs.

It briefly covers the basics of the AMI Adapter Framework as well as the 
JMS, SOAP, file transfer and Total Messaging adapters (from the 
Containerized Adapters course).

The goal is to cover most of the adapters that run on the Avaloq 
Container Platform Reference (ACPR) as of ACP Release 5.3.

Basic ACPR knowledge is strongly recommended.

It’s all about containers

Gives customization specialists the ability 
to create high-performance advanced 
reports that take user experience into 
account.

Reports! Reports! Reports!
Best Practices for Report Writer

Provides deeper knowledge of Avaloq 
Script so customization specialists can 
deliver efficient software customization 
that is more robust and flexible.

Nerd alert!
Mastering advanced Avaloq Script 

Techniques

In case you were wondering…
Best Practices for Report Writer and Mastering advanced Avaloq Script Techniques are open for registration!
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